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                    Abstract
Many modern sensors used for mapping produce 3D point clouds, which are typically registered together using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. Because ICP has many variants whose performances depend on the environment and the sensor, hundreds of variations have been published. However, no comparison frameworks are available, leading to an arduous selection of an appropriate variant for particular experimental conditions. The first contribution of this paper consists of a protocol that allows for a comparison between ICP variants, taking into account a broad range of inputs. The second contribution is an open-source ICP library, which is fast enough to be usable in multiple real-world applications, while being modular enough to ease comparison of multiple solutions. This paper presents two examples of these field applications. The last contribution is the comparison of two baseline ICP variants using data sets that cover a rich variety of environments. Besides demonstrating the need for improved ICP methods for natural, unstructured and information-deprived environments, these baseline variants also provide a solid basis to which novel solutions could be compared. The combination of our protocol, software, and baseline results demonstrate convincingly how open-source software can push forward the research in mapping and navigation.
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                    Notes
	
                    http://github.com/ethz-asl/libnabo, version 1.0.1.


	We are in contact with PCL developers to integrate parts of our work into it.


	
                    http://github.com/ethz-asl/libpointmatcher, version 1.0.0 at time of submission of this paper.


	
                        http://projects.asl.ethz.ch/datasets/doku.php?id=laserregistration:laserregistration.


	The semantics of \(\epsilon \) has been changed since Pomerleau et al. (2011) to be compatible with other open-source implementations.
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